Introduction
Warning. From now on all sets and degrees will be c.e. unless speci ed otherwise. Post 16] initiated the study of the relationship between de nable properties of a c.e. set A and its information content as measured by its Turing degree, deg(A), under the usual Turing reducibility T . By the 1950's Myhill noticed that the c.e. sets form a lattice E under inclusion and from then on most de nable properties considered for c.e. sets were E-de nable.
An exception is hyper-simplicity.
Friedberg and Muchnik solved Post's problem by constructing an incomplete and nonrecursive c.e. set, and invented the priority method to do it. The method was quickly developed into more sophisticated forms (in nite injury and the 0 000 -method) and used to prove a number of theorems on c.e. sets and degrees. Sacks used the second method to construct an incomplete maximal set, Yates constructed a complete maximal set, and Martin 15] brought these results together and extended them in his beautiful theorem that the degrees of maximal sets are exactly H 1 , the high degrees. Then Lachlan 8] and Shoen eld 17] proved that the degrees of the atomless sets (those with no maximal supersets) are L 2 , the complement of the low 2 degrees. Both properties of being maximal or atomless are E-de nable properties.
Meanwhile Soare 18 ] developed a new method for generating automorphisms of E, and used it to show that maximal sets form an orbit. (The orbit of A 2 E is the set of all sets B which are automorphic to A, written A ' B.)
The question stemming from Post's program remained open of whether there was an E-de nable property P(A) which guarantees that A is incomplete and nonrecursive. It seemed that automorphisms could be used to give a negative answer by showing that every nonrecursive set A has a complete set in its orbit. However, Harrington and Soare gave a negative answer to this question by proving the following. where A m C abbreviates that A is a major subset of C , and Q ? (A; C), an E-de nable property with several quanti ers which contains the main ingredient for incompleteness. The property Q ? (A; C) succeeds but it is not very intuitive or easy to work with. The main achievement of the present paper is to produce a simpler and dynamic property, called Q-tardy(A; C), and to prove Q ? (A; C) () Q ? tardy(A; C): (1) Hence, the dynamic property Q-tardy(A,C) is exactly equivalent to Q ? (A; C) (in the presence of A m C) and therefore captures the incompleteness phenomenon.
In 2 we discuss dynamic properties and particularly promptness properties, such as prompt simplicity, and their opposite, i.e., tardiness properties.
This will motivate our present tardiness property, Q-tardy(A; C).
The above result led us to a curious discovery Theorem 3.2 about the Ede nable and new dynamic de nitions of small subsets. Lachlan rst de ned the notion of A being a small subset of C, written A s C, in connection with his decision procedure for part of the elementary theory of E as described in 3.
This notion proved useful and other facts about small sets were added by Stob 20 ] (see 19, pp. 193 195] ), and others. The property b Q(A) = (9C) A s C] comes tantalizingly close to being a property like Q(A) which guarantees A incomplete, but not quite. We note that b Q(A) implies that A is not a promptly simple set by Corollary 3.3, but does not ensure that A is not of promptly simple degree.
The investigation of tardy properties with an eye toward incompleteness led naturally to a new tardiness property, small-tardy(A; C). Our other main result in the present paper is that, A s C () small-tardy(A; C): (2) This property small-tardy(A; C) gave new insight into the nature of small subsets, and led to a brand new and simpler E-de nable de nition for the relation A s C which had been overlooked researchers for 25 years. The general point is that dynamic notions frequently are more intuitive and easier to work with than E-de nable ones. Each sheds light on the other, particularly when one can show equivalence of the two such notions. We use the terms computably enumerable (c.e.) and recursively enumerable (r.e.) interchangably, and likewise computable and recursive.
Dynamic Properties
Most properties of an r.e. set A are static properties in that they refer to A as a completed object without mention of the enumeration of A. Such include Post's properties of being simple or hh-simple, and Myhill's property of being maximal, all of which are also E-de nable properties. Another static property which is not E-de nable or even invariant under automorphisms is hyper-simplicity. A dynamic property on the other hand is one which is de ned using an computable enumeration fA s g s2! of A.
The Extension Theorem and Automorphisms
The rst essential use of a dynamic property was probably the covering hypothesis in the Extension Theorem of Soare's maximal set automorphism theorem 18]. Here there were several simultaneous enumerations of arrays of r.e. sets, fU n g n2! and f b V g n2! , and it was important to measure for an element x which U n sets it entered before entering certain b V m sets.
d-simple sets
In 1980 Lerman The second question is not of great intrinsic interest itself, but it appears to be on the cutting edge of the symmetry between the methodologies for generating automorphisms and for producing invariant properties (such as Q(A)), and may therefore be useful in gaining insight into the completeness phenomenon and the rst part of the question.
Promptly Simple Sets
The next signi cant advance came with the following de nition of promptly simple sets by Maass 12 (5) (ii) An r.e. set A is prompt if A has promptly simple degree namely, A T B for some promptly simple set B, and an r.e. degree is prompt if it contains a prompt set.
(iii) An r.e. set or degree which is not prompt is tardy. (6) namely in nitely often A promptly permits on some element x 2 W e .
Promptly simply sets and degrees helped bring some dramatic advances in the subject. Maass 12] proved that any two promptly simple low sets are automorphic and discovered other properties of these sets 13]. AmbosSpies, Jockusch, Shore, and Soare 1] used prompt degrees to unify and extend results about r.e. degrees, and promptness has been very in uential ever since. 
Almost Prompt Sets and Degrees
The material from the next two subsections 2.4 and 2.5 is not strictly necessary for this paper but is helpful to understand other notions of promptness and tardiness.
Harrington and Soare 4, Theorem 1.2] proved that every prompt set is automorphic to a complete set. They noticed that the same proof would work for a strictly larger dynamically de ned class of sets called almost prompt, which are de ned in terms of n-r.e. sets.
De nition 2.4 (i) A set X T K is n-r.e. if X = lim s X s for some recursive sequence f X s g s2! such that for all x, X 0 (x) = 0 and cardf s : X s (x) 6 = X s+1 (x) g n: (For example, the only 0-r.e. set is ;, the 1-r.e. sets are the usual r.e. sets, and the 2-r.e. sets are the d.r.e. sets.)
(ii) Such a sequence fX s g s2! is called an n-r.e. presentation of X. 
as in (7) or (8) 
Note that, as in the case of promptly simple, this de nition is independent of the enumeration of A; if p(s) works for the enumeration fA s g s2! , and if fA 0 s g s2! is another enumeration of A, de ne p 0 (s) = ( t) A 0 t A p (s)]: We may think of De nition 2.6 as asserting that A will p-promptly hit every approximation fX n e;s g s2! for every n-r.e. set X n e = A where the recursive approximation X n e;s is determined by the standard enumeration fW e;s g e;s2! of the r.e. sets. In 4, Conversion Lemma 11.4] we prove that if we specify another collection of n-r.e. sets f c X n e g n;e2! , by some recursive approximation f c X n e;s g n;e;s2! , then there is a recursive function q such that A will q-promptly hit f c X n e;s g n;e;s2! if c X n e = A.
Very Tardy Sets
The negation of the property of almost prompt is called very tardy. An important special case of this is known as 2-tardy and is closely related to the property Q(A).
De nition 2.7 Let A be an r.e. set and let fA s g s2! be a recursive enumeration of A. 
The main idea about a very tardy set A is that if x 2 X n e;s then x can later enter A eventually, but x must rst undergo a delay until at least stage p(s)+1 before doing so. Since class of almost prompt sets is a strict extension of the class of prompt sets it follows that the class of very tardy sets is a strict subclass of the class of tardy sets, hence the name very tardy. Note that A is 0-tardy i A = !, and A is 1-tardy i A is recursive. The 2-tardy sets play a special role in our work and have additional characterizations as follows, as we prove in 5]. If A is both a small subset and major subset of C we say it is a small major subset and write A sm C.
Note that the consequent of the implication in (ii) is equivalent to the property (8Y C ? A) Y C is r.e. ]: (15) It is interesting now to see that this important notion of small subset, Theorem 3.2(i) below, just like the Q(A) property, has a dynamic equivalent, Theorem 3.2(iii), below which we now prove. It is particularly that the equivalent dynamic de nition (iii) led to the discovery of another E-de nable de nition (ii) below which is simpler than the original E-de nable one, but lay undiscovered for over 25 years. We refer to the property (iii) on A 1 C as small-tardy(A; C) because it is a dynamic property. (18) By (17) and (ii), RED must play some Z satisfying (ii). In (iii) we let T = Z n C: Let W j = T. Now C T because C Z. But The main result of the present paper is the following. BLUE will rst split C into the disjoint union of uniformly r.e. sets fS i g i2! , written C = t i2! S i , and then on S i BLUE will play B against D = W i to satisfy (20) . Since Q(A) holds, RED must reply with T = some W j to satisfy (21) . Now BLUE will use a 0 2 guessing procedure (described in 4.2 below)
Proof. (i) =) (ii). Trivial. Let X = !. (ii) =) (iii). Fix a recursive function f as in (iii
to determine the correct values of i and j. We let = hi; ji.
To better explain the basic -module we will assume in 4.1 two simplifying hypotheses (discharged later in 4.2), the rst of which asserts that BLUE has xed the correct i and j so that BLUE is playing single sets B and S and has the indices i and j (respectively) of single r.e. sets D and T such that if BLUE satis es (20) then RED satis es (21) . Also all sets below except A, B, and C have subscript which we drop for this subsection. 
To achieve the rest of (20) 
As a second simplifying assumption BLUE assumes in 4.1 that if (21) holds for T then (21) also holds with T replaced by a certain set U T which will be played by BLUE and which also satis es (U \ C) S: 
Describing the -module
We (BLUE) will de ne r.e. sets U , S , E , and B, whose indices we know in advance by the Recursion Theorem. Let f(D i ; T j )g i;j2! be an e ective listing of all pairs of r.e. sets. Below BLUE will de ne r.e. sets fS i;j g i;j2! such that C = t i;j2! S i;j . Now BLUE begins by playing for every i and j the set B on S i;j against D i to satisfy (24) and (27) and therefore (20) . Hence, (20) is also satis ed by the sets B, D i , and S i = t j2! S i;j . Thus, for some j, T j must satisfy (21) and hence (25) and (28) (20) and (21) Thus, it is not true that Q(A) holds i A is 2-tardy, but this does hold if A sm C for some C.
What is the relation between Q-tardy(A; C) and and 2-tardy(A)? If Qtardy(A; C) and A x C where x denotes either major subset m or weak major subset wm , a slightly weaker condition, then 2-tardy(A) holds. Also if 2-tardy(A) and A s C then Q-tardy(A; C) holds. These are all fairly easy to prove, and they establish the relationship between 2-tardy(A) and Q-tardy(A; C).
In 5, Theorem 3.11] we prove that there is a maximal 2-tardy set and hence: (i) the property of A being 2-tardy does not guarantee that the orbit of A consists only of incomplete sets; and (ii) the property of A being 2-tardy is not E-de nable.
